Andre van Niekerk
A Mad Man' Vision
About
Andre van Niekerk.
Founder and Management Member at CompleteSA. CompleteSA is Revolutionizing the Telecommunications landscape in
the South African market with disruptive, innovative, simplified technology. (Absolute Mobility)
Leading up to CompleteSA - Experienced Technical Director with a demonstrated 18 Year history of working in the
Telecommunications industry. Skilled in Software Development, VOIP, Routing, Networking and Security, Contact Centers,
and Unified communications solutions. Strong project management and Systems/Processes skills.

An Amazing Product..
We truly believe Andre has built an amazing product. A product that can disrupt the Pbx ecosystem , a product that
mobilizes the workforce .
A few sales are generated !! And then out of the blue some other company with thousands of existing customers wants to sell
it for us.
No, this isn’t some startup fairy tale. They are Resellers and Channel Sales Partners and there are tech companies out there
making hundreds of millions of Rand's from them. But we all have started working with a reseller and haven't seen a dime?
Time to engage with a Reseller or channel partner..
The problem is, that if we want to get results from resellers and channel sales partners we need to know when to engage with
them and how exactly to get the most from their resources.
What is a Sales Channel Partner?
There are lots of different ways we can get other people to sell our product for us. From referral and affiliate programs to
consultants and agencies. But by far, the option that could potentially bring you in the most sales is Resellers and Sales
Channel Partners.
They have a talented, dedicated sales force. Thousands of customers who trust them and want to buy from them. And a
brand that people trust. All we have to do is supply them with the goods.

When is the right time to start engaging with sales channel partners?
First, let’s get the basics out of the way: If we are trying to get your first 10 or 100 customers, resellers and sales channel
partnerships aren’t the right channel for you.
If we have only just built an MVP that we are trying to sell so we can learn from real customers, these aren’t the right
channels for us.
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Here’s why:
Resellers and sales channel partners are not our golden ticket: These are strategies to accelerate and speed up existing growth.
Not create it from scratch.
They are only good at selling something that already works:
If we can’t prove our product brings tremendous value to its users, these sales partners aren’t going to magically start selling it
for us. Their incentive is to keep their clients happy and make money. And if our product doesn’t help them do that, they’re
not going to put in the effort.
A reseller or sales channel can only accelerate the momentum and growth we already have.
So, if we are 6 months to a year in, have a product that already has traction and growth, have experimented with and found
success with content marketing, paid ads, and inbound and outbound sales, then it’s a different story. (We at Complete SA
think we are nearly there and porting delays will be sorted out )
We want to only engage with them when the time is right and we are ready for that type of scale. Never before.
The right Reseller is the most important customer :
To make our partnership a success we have to treat our resellers like our most important customers.
If we think we are ready, we have had meetings, and we are ready to sign the contract, if we think our work is over? Hell no!
It’s just started.
The work isn’t signing the reseller, it’s what happens after we sign the contract.
Focus on the sales rep :
But still, 90% of startups focus all their energy on negotiating and ignore the sales reps who are actually going to sell their
product! And what happens if a sales rep isn’t convinced that a product is amazing and they’re going to make lots of money
selling it? Not a damn thing.
Instead, we should be investing at least 2–3 months working on the channel partner, before they can work on their customers
on your behalf.
At a bare minimum, this means we need to:
Training facilitation and training centre :
Set up shop at your new sales partner’s office
Bring a support person, an engineer, and a marketer and set up shop in your new partner’s office and sell your product to
them every single day.
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Create marketing and sales collateral for their team: Write the partnership announcement with them and give them sales
scripts, case studies, and any other marketing materials they need.
Sit next to their reps and coach them: Pick a few top sales reps and observe how they sell. Be around to explain how to
overcome objections and get the sale.
Research how our product fits in their ecosystem: Understand what other products they’re selling and find ways yours
can integrate with and complement them.
Sell up from the sales team to the C-suite: Do everything you can to help the reps make money. Because the more success they
have selling your product, the more they’ll talk about it to people above them.
You can’t leave that organization until you’ve built at least the same amount of traction with them that you have with your
other customers. And that’s going to take time, effort, and money.
But while it might take resources, these programs can make all the difference in scaling your business and hitting tens or even
hundreds of millions in revenue. But it only happens if we put in the work.
Without the right timing and approach, we are wasting resources we don't have.
There’s no denying this is a costly customer acquisition strategy. And there’s always the possibility we could go through all
this work and still have the partnership fall flat.
But the potential results are worth the risk. If we are ready.
Before we approach these kinds of partners, make sure we have put in the work. Have a product we know we can sell. And
then give them everything they need to do the same. With the right time and effort, these kinds of partnerships can become
rocket fuel for your startups.
And boy was Andre ready, it will be an impossible task to articulate the Simplification of the Mobile Pabx in
words so please see below how the product was simplified and humanized by Andre, so whoever is under the
illusion that this product is a my brain child, it is NOT.
THANK YOU ANDRE.
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